
Year 2

Mega 
structures

Key drivers for this half term

Geography

• locating famous mega structures 
around the world, identifying seasonal 

weather changes and identify countries 
in cold or hot locations 

• Name and locate continents and oceans

• Similarities and differences between 
contrasting countries

• Looking at the four countries that 
make up the UK

Art

• Henry Moore artwork project 

• Painting 

B.A.D questions:

• Basic- Name a country in the UK

• Advancing- Explain why some countries 
are hotter than others

• Deep- Use an atlas to locate … 

Previous learning & 
prior coverage

• Using basic geographical vocabulary

• Use world maps and atlases and 
simple compass directions

• Name and describe the basic parts 
of a plant

Incredible investigator 
homework challenges

Mega structures- investigate and 
share research about your 

favorite building from around the 
world.
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Topic books/stories

Mega structures around the 
world

Buildings around the world
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As athletes we will…

Key skills 
•Understand the importance of a healthy lifestyle 
•Take part in a range of sports and learn how to 
use different equipment
•Use my body to balance, stretch, move and 
different ways
•Evaluate and improve my performance
•Be physically active and increase my stamina
•Work as part of a team

As scientists we will…

Key skills
•Ask and answer questions
•Plan and investigate
•Use my 5 senses
•Make predictions about what may happen
• Say why and how things happen
•Use a range of scientific equipment and 
resources
•Record my ideas and findings
•Evaluate my own work and say how this can 
improve.

As computer programmers we will…

Key skills 
•Use the internet safely
•Understand the different uses of technology
•Give instructions to make things happen
•Be able to predict simple patterns
•Be able to solve a simple problem
•Be able to enter, load and save information
•Use the internet to find information

As musicians we will…

Key skills 
•Listen to a range of musical pieces
•Form my own opinion
•Review and evaluate
•Create and compose
•Perform to others
•Use tuned and untuned instruments
•Consider how music makes me feel.

As geographers we will…

Key skills 
•Find and name places on a map
•Create my own map
•Recognise some symbols on a map
•Say what places are like
•Say how a place is similar or different to 
another
•Ask and answer questions
•Know about my local area
•Say how a place has changed over time
•Be able to explore the local environment
•Describe the weather

As designers we will…

Key skills 
•Create designs and drawings to show my ideas.
•Use a variety of tools and materials
•Use my imagination
•Evaluate change and adapt my ideas
•Consider the purpose of my design

As historians we will…

Key skills 
•Ask and answer questions
•Take into account the views of others
•Research using a range of sources
•Put dates and events in chronological order
•Understand and talk about the past and present
•Understand important events and people
•Find similarities and differences 
•Find out about changes over time

As an artist we will….

Key skills 
•Look closely at detail
•Talk about colour, shape, pattern, tone and line
•Use a variety of tools and materials
•Talk about the work of others including the work 
of well known artists
•Evaluate my work and say how it can be improved 



National curriculum coverage Activity ideas: 

G
e
ogra

ph
y

Locational knowledge 
name and locate the world’s seven continents and five oceans 

name, locate and identify characteristics of the four countries and 
capital cities of the United Kingdom and its surrounding seas 

Place knowledge 
understand geographical similarities and differences through 

studying the human and physical geography of a small area of the 
United Kingdom, and of a small area in a contrasting non-European 
country 

Human and physical geography 
identify seasonal and daily weather patterns in the United Kingdom 

and the location of hot and cold areas of the world in relation to the 
Equator and the North and South Poles 

use basic geographical vocabulary to refer to: 
key physical features, including: beach, cliff, coast, forest, hill, 

mountain, sea, ocean, river, soil, valley, vegetation, season and 
weather 

key human features, including: city, town, village, factory, farm, 
house, office, port, harbour and shop 

Geographical skills and fieldwork 
use world maps, atlases and globes to identify the United Kingdom 

and its countries, as well as the countries, continents and oceans 
studied at this key stage 

use simple compass directions (North, South, East and West) and 
locational and directional language [for example, near and far; left 
and right], to describe the location of features and routes on a map 
use aerial photographs and plan perspectives to recognise landmarks 

and basic human and physical features; devise a simple map; and use 
and construct basic symbols in a key 

use simple fieldwork and observational skills to study the geography 
of their school and its grounds and the key human and physical 
features of its surrounding environment. 

Use world maps, atlases to identify the 
location of mega structures around the world, 
including the continents and oceans nearby   
• Name and locate the world’s continents and 

oceans.
• identify seasonal and daily weather patterns 

in the United Kingdom and the location of 
hot and cold areas of the world in relation to 
the Equator and the North and South Poles 

• use world maps, atlases and globes to 
identify the United Kingdom and its 
countries, as well as the countries, 
continents and oceans studied 

• Create our own maps
• Create our own keys
• Use the computers to explore google maps 

and places of interest
• Use maps to plot features of human and 

physical geography



National curriculum coverage Activity ideas

A
rt &

d
e
sign

to use a range of materials creatively to design and make 
products 

to use drawing, painting and sculpture to develop and share 
their ideas, experiences and imagination 

to develop a wide range of art and design techniques in 
using colour, pattern, texture, line, shape, form and space 

about the work of a range of artists, craft makers and 
designers, describing the differences and similarities 
between different practices and disciplines, and making 
links to their own work. 

Continuing our whole school art project of looking 
at Henry Moore
Using paint to created a painted portrait over 
three weeks to ensure opportunity for design, 
create, edit and evaluate 
Looking at skills needed with painting – primary 
and secondary colours.
Colour mixing and tinting and toning 

C
om

puting

understand what algorithms are; how they are 
implemented as programs on digital devices; and that 
programs execute by following precise and unambiguous 
instructions 

create and debug simple programs 
use logical reasoning to predict the behaviour of simple 

programs 
use technology purposefully to create, organise, store, 

manipulate and retrieve digital content 
recognise common uses of information technology beyond 

school 
use technology safely and respectfully, keeping personal 

information private; identify where to go for help and 
support when they have concerns about content or contact 
on the internet or other online technologies. 

Develop our coding further by using lego coding. 
Programming a lego model to move using coding.

Word processing using word and powerpoint
- Mouse skills
- Key board skills
- Editing skills
- Copy and pasting 

Researching mega structures using the internet 



National curriculum coverage Context

M
usic

use their voices expressively and creatively by 
singing songs and speaking chants and rhymes 

play tuned and untuned instruments musically 
listen with concentration and understanding to a 

range of high-quality live and recorded music 
experiment with, create, select and combine 

sounds using the inter-related dimensions of 
music. 

7 elements of music covered through music planning document- taught by 
Anna Smith
One class at a time to learn to play the ocarina, reading music and 
following notes to make a tune.



National curriculum coverage Context

PE

master basic movements including 
running, jumping, throwing and catching, as 
well as developing balance, agility and co-
ordination, and begin to apply these in a 
range of activities 

participate in team games, developing 
simple tactics for attacking and defending 

perform dances using simple movement 
patterns. 

Games with Luke once a week focusing on team building games. 
Skills 
- Scanning
- Moving in varying directions
- Working as a team
- Developing tactics

Yoga with Mrs Boardman
- Understanding how to keep a healthy mind
- Using bodies to create shapes
- Moving in different ways
- Using yoga as a technique of relaxation


